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“Master, you have the fire-repelling pearl on you, so you don’t have to be afraid no matter how hot it is. 

Besides, don’t you have the Shadow Escape Talisman that the Old Fox gave you? Didn’t you still have 

some time left last time? Let’s go in secretly and run away immediately after stealing the things. It will 

definitely be fine!”Xiao Heiniao said anxiously. 

 

 

“Bullsh * T! There is only a total of 15 minutes left. I wouldn’t be able to go in and come out in time even 

if I was flying legs!”Yun chujiu was so angry that she kept twitching. 

 

 

“Master, don’t you still have a few hundred sacks of sudden rupture talismans? What’s there to be 

afraid of? ! At most, I’ll just blow them up ! Master, I’ve risked my life with you. I learned Crow Call for 

you. I was kicked by a gigolo because of you. I did it for you…” 

 

 

“Enough! Stop it! I’ll Go in, Alright? ! Their spiritual pets are helpers. I F * cking raised an ancestor!”Yun 

chujiu could not stand the little black bird’s nagging and could only compromise. 

 

 

The little black bird immediately said obsequiously, “Master, master, you are indeed a peerless beauty, 

the city-toppling Xiao Heiniao. I really love you to death! “Don’t worry, when I become stronger, I’ll 

definitely help you torture the scum. “When the time comes, when there are more enemies, you just 

need to stand at the back and leave the rest to me.” 

 

 

Hearing the little black bird’s words, Yun Chujiu felt a little more comfortable. It made sense. If Xiao Hei 

became stronger, it could be considered an extra help when they encountered strong enemies in the 

future. 

 



 

“Hei Shi and the others, wait outside the fallen Phoenix Forest. I need to go in and take care of 

something,”Yun Chujiu said to Hei Shi and the others. 

 

 

Hei Shi and the others thought they heard wrong, “Miss, what, what did you say?” 

 

 

Yun Chujiu said it again, but hei shi immediately stopped her, “No! Miss, you are courting death! The 

demonic beasts inside are very high-level. Not to mention you, even your mysterious expert will die if he 

goes in.” 

 

 

The other five people also agreed, “Miss, you can’t be stupid! The demonic beasts inside are not only 

very high-level, but they are all fire-type demonic beasts. They are very brutal.” 

 

 

“Miss, besides, the temperature has suddenly increased. Something must have happened inside. Maybe 

it’s the eruption of the Earth’s magma or something. If you go in, it’s almost certain death!” 

 

 

.. 
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Seeing the anxious attitude of everyone, yun Chujiu was satisfied. These six people were really not bad, 

she smiled and said, “I know what you’re saying. Do you think I’m an idiot who doesn’t have a brain? “I 

naturally have my reasons. You can just wait outside. If anyone asks about my whereabouts, just say 

that we got separated. Don’t say anything else.” 



 

 

Hei Shi and the others tried to persuade Yun Chujiu for a while until Yun chujiu turned hostile. Then, 

they turned around and left. 

 

 

“Little Lunatic, you should leave too. I have the fire repelling Pearl and Talisman on me to protect 

myself. “Besides, I still have five puppets! “If you follow me, I’ll have to divert my attention to take care 

of you. It’s too troublesome!”Yun chujiu said to an Feng who was jumping over. 

 

 

An Feng was in a dilemma. Of course, he was worried about Yun chujiu going in alone. However, he 

knew that what Yun Chujiu said was the truth. Although his spiritual power level was not bad now.., 

however, he might not have as many life-saving methods as Yun Chujiu. 

 

 

“Miss Jiu, how about this? I’ll escort you for a while. When we reach the most central area, I won’t go 

in.”An Feng thought of a compromise. If Yun Chujiu was really in danger.., he could at least get closer. 

 

 

“That’s good too. Keep these talismans, just in case.”Yun chujiu passed a few sacks of super-grade burst 

talismans to an feng. 

 

 

The corner of an Feng’s eyes twitched. The first few sacks of super-grade burst talismans he took out 

were probably this ancestor in front of him! 


